
Materials and Methods:

Objectives: Arthroscopy has become a cornerstone of diagnosis and treatment of various 

wrist disorders. Concurrently, adequate documentation of arthroscopic findings is 

necessary. However, photos as well as videos have to meet specific quality criteria to 

allow reproducibility of diagnoses based on these documents1-3. As for videos, an 

adequate length of the sequences was claimed. Therefore, the purpose of this study was 

to examine the relationship between video length for wrist arthroscopy and interobserver

reliability.
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100 consecutive wrist-

arthroscopies were 

documented by videos of 

the radiocarpal and the 

midcarpal joint, each by a 

long and short video

Radiocarpal  - long

Midcarpal      - long

Radiocarpal  - short

Midcarpal      - short

= 200 pairs of videos

Randomization 

of the 200 pairs 

of videos

long - long

long - long

short- short

long - long

short- short

short- short

short- short

long - long

long - long

short- short

long - long

short- short

…

The videos were re-

assessed by 2 

experienced wrist 

surgeons without the 

knowledge of…

- the intra-op diagnosis

- the studies hypothesis

The diagnoses based 

on these re-

assessments were 

compared with the intra-

operative diagnoses

Kappa-coefficients were 

calculated
long videos about twice 

as long as short videos

Results:

Video lengths: long videos significantly 

longer than short videos (each p < 0,001) 

Ø 59.4 

±19.9

28-152

Ø 30.0 

±10.6

14-61

Ø 43.6 

±13.8

24-95

Ø 24.0 

±8.6

12-54
sec sec

radiocarpal midcarpal 

Conclusion: The video length influenced reproducibility of diagnoses based on the 

video documents. Long videos reduced the risk of false-positive cartilage lesion 

assessment. And, detection of relevant ligament lesions was more likely viewing 

longer videos. Therefore, we recommend that a simple wrist should be documented 

by a 60sec. video sequence of the radiocarpal joint and a 45 sec. sequence of the 

midcarpal joint. Videos of difficult joints should last appropriately longer.

No consistent advantage of long over 

short videos according to Kappa-values

Twice as many false-positive cartilage 

lesions according to short videos

Relevant ligament lesions according to 

long videos more likely to be detected

Of the 10 

complete SL 

lesions, 9

detected on 

long, 6 on 

short videos. 

The single 

complete LT

lesion by both 

examiners 

only detected 

on the long 

video.

Of the 15 

partial LT 

lesions, 7/2

detected on 

long videos, 

compared to 

1/0 by 

examiner 1/2.


